The RSA deception, why you will always be in debt and a slave
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Over the past few months there have been many heated debates over petrol price hikes, e-tolls,
nkandla, irresponsible government officials etc. etc. So I thought I would write an article to help
people understand why it is the way it is and how you can make a difference, if you choose.
First things first, what is RSA? Some people if not most, believe that RSA is the land under their feet.
This could not be further from the truth.
RSA is a corporation, a legal entity, a business, a fiction. It is as real as Alice’s Wonderland.
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browseedgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000932419&type=&dateb=&owner=include&start=40&count=40
Company number: 0000932419
This is very important to understand. Just like an illusionist uses misdirection to trick you, your
beliefs are being used in the same manner to enslave you.
Pretty much all “countries” have been incorporated which in turn have incorporated the people with
the soul intention to traded the certificates (the citizen) on the money markets. Think about it… the
citizen, when born, can be viewed as a “future”. Future profits, future taxes, future e-tolls, future vat
etc. and thus each certificate has a value which can be used on the markets as collateral to keep the
debt based monetary ponzy scheme afloat.
Just like McDonalds has been set up to sell burgers (and acquire property), the RSA has been set
up to trade its people as debt slaves (and through this debt system the people are dispossessed).
This is why most people have very little to nothing...
Some people believe voting will change things. All voting does is change the staff who run the
McDonalds. They may do a better job as keeping it cleaner and run it more efficiently than the
previous lot. But at the end of the day, it still produces burgers… So if you no longer wish to be a
burger, you need to dump McDonalds. Or if you no longer agree with the RSA producing debt, then
the RSA must be dissolved.
The corporate wonderland runs pretty deep when you start to look at it. If you think you live in the
City of Pretoria, think again. It is a company, a fiction:
https://creditreports.dnb.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/IballValidationCmd?storeId=11154&catalogI
d=71154&searchType=BSF&busName=City%20of%20Pretoria&state=&country=ZA&cm_mmc=dnb_-home-_-retail-_-lookup_-topbar#goTop
Just like all other “provinces” and “cities”. When the police try and assert jurisdiction over me, I ask
them the scope of their mandate. And they will tell me... it is the "City of....". Then I ask them what
are the borders of this "City". And they tell me what they think it is... and finally, I pull up the list of
municipalities and cities from DnB and ask them if they mean this company and how is it possible to
live in a fiction or to give it borders without the peoples consent.
Many people complain that the government does nothing to help them… well here is your
government: http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-

edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0001254425&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0
Another company, riddled with debt, just like you and with its hands tied, just like you.
So how is it possible for you to exist in a corporation? Obviously it is not possible to do so physically,
legally however, it is possible and it requires for you to identify yourself (enjoinder) with a South
African ID document. Only this document (fiction) can exist in a fiction hence why anyone who
wishes to throw the book at you will ask for your ID number or full legal name and date of birth
(which identifies the legal name). It is for jurisdiction purposes i.e. so they can tell you what to do,
because you have agreed to do it by identifying yourself with the document.
I could go on…
No company has jurisdiction over you by virtue of a geography, only through consent. And your
consent IS the use of the document that binds you in this debt based hell hole.
If we want a better world, we need to stop believing in these corporate fictions that enslave us.
There is a growing movement around the world of people who have come to understand this
deception. These people refuse to act as any form of Government issued legal substance, as a form
of protest. They understand that by acting as debt based chattel, they cause harm to their
community. South Africa is no different and a number of alternative republics have popped up
issuing identity, passports, auto record disks, birth certificates, marriage certificates etc. etc. all for
free.
What is really interesting when you are traveling in an auto registered in a debt free republic and
using a debt free license is that when you are issued a fine, and if you give all your correct details.
They can not bill you and you will not receive any form of summons or demand for payment. The
RSA society you live in exists purely in the imagination. It is a world built on sand, for when you
discover the truth, it has no foundation to hold it up and it exists by virtue of your consent. The
biggest scam in the history of man is to keep you unaware of this very fact.
To get out of debt means to stop using the debt systems. It means to find alternatives. It is better to
do for free than for debt currency (or to do without want). If 20 million South Africans stood up and
gave their labour for free to each other and committed to building all the schools needed, all the
houses needed, all the factories needed, all the hospitals and farms needed… the second they were
done, is the second it would all be paid for. If they did the same using a puppet government who
knew no better than to use a debt monetary system, they would enslave their children and their
grand children’s children through interest alone.
The above is a summary, short of writing a book it is impossible to go into too much detail. The main
concept to understand is this: God created -> Human being -> Who created -> RSA Corporation ->
Which created a legal entity called a citizen -> which acts as collateral for debt that Bankers create
out of thin air.
So the next time you complain about e-tolls, or nkandla, or corruption in government, or crime, or
starvation, or the lack of services etc. You are to blame. You asked for everything you are receiving
and the sooner you realise that, the better.

If you wish to make a difference, the best thing you can do for the people who you share this land
with, is to give your energy without want and to receive energy, without guilt.

